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1 Introduction

Thermoacoustic excitation of sound is a process where short-ranged thermal 
waves are emitted from a solid, resistive material which is heated periodically 
with electric Joule power. Pressure waves are excited when the thermal waves 
make air contract and expand periodically in the vicinity of the resistor. The 
audible sounds that we are able to perceive are basically oscillations of pres
sure and fluid velocity that occur in phase. However, these oscillations have 
usually small amplitudes which means that N avier- S tokes-Fourier equations 
can be linearized in air. Perturbative fields of temperature and pressure can 
thus be solved from a pair of coupled partial differential equations.

Demonstrated in the end of 19th century, the first thermoacoustic emitters 
were thin metallic films driven with AC electric signals, and it was realized 
that excited root mean square pressure follows a power law Prms oc f1^2/Cs 
where / is sound frequency and Cs is heat capacity per unit area of film [1]. 
The major drawback of the devices was that efficiency was greatly limited by 
Cs even if the films were only a few micrometres thick. This problem wasn’t 
cured until recently when carbon nanotube films were utilized thermoacous- 
tically [2, 3, 4]. Soon after that, metallic loudspeakers with similarly good 
performance were designed at VTT Technical Research Center of Finland. 
Integrated directly into a silicon wafer, the loudspeakers consist of regular, 
suspended arrays of nanometre-thick aluminium wires.

This work focuses on studying the properties of VTT loudspeakers. In the 
experimental part acoustical measurements are performed. Sound pressure 
level (SPL) and the shape of radiation pattern are measured as a function 
of frequency and input electric power. Power law behaviour PTms oc fr> is 
searched for in frequency responses, and with sufficient knowledge on ra
diation patterns acoustic output power can be estimated. The purpose of 
the computational part of this work is to develop a simulation model which 
can explain the acoustic behaviour of suspended metal wire arrays. With 
the aid of a workable linear model the parameters of the array can be opti
mized. In addition, the existence and properties of a thermoacoustic upper 
bound of loudspeaker efficiency are discussed. The measured efficiency of 
VTT loudspeakers can be directly compared to the upper limit in question.
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2 Theoretical background

2.1 Linear thermoacoustics

In linearized theory of acoustics all relevant physical quantities such as pres
sure, density, entropy and temperature have ambient values denoted with 
subscript zero. As a result of thermoacoustic excitation of sound, the cor
responding scalar and vector fields in air are slightly perturbed from the 
ambient situation. Linear thermoacoustics can be described with two par
tial differential equations (PDEs): a diffusion equation of temperature field T 
and a wave equation of pressure field P [5]. Using linearized Navier-Stokes- 
Fourier theory as a starting point, these equations can be easily derived 
in a non-viscous situation [6] (for a detailed version in Finnish, see special 
assignment [7]). The breakdown of non-viscosity at high frequencies will 
be discussed later. The time derivative of pressure acts as a source in the 
diffusion equation:

V2r_l— = --- - —
a dt к к dt’

where a is diffusion constant of air, к is heat conductivity of air and 
is an arbitrary heat source in units W/m3. The second time derivative 
temperature is a source of pressure in the isothermal wave equation:

(1)

S
of

V2P-
4 at2 T0 m2’ (2)

where cp, po and To are isothermal speed of sound, density of air, and am
bient (room) temperature of air. Isentropic speed of sound cq can be solved 
from

4 _ _1_____1_
4 To °p ’

(3)

where specific heat in constant pressure is cp — к/(аро). The diffusion 
equation (1) can be differentiated with respect to time and then plugged 
into the wave equation (2):

2 ld2P = apod(KV2T + S) ____1_dh
cl dt2 kTo dt Tocp dt' M

In this isentropic wave equation h is used to denote the heat added per unit 
time and volume.
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2.2 Periodic heating

Heat generated 
law

in a conductor due to resistance is characterized by Joule’s

Pj
(Vdc + Vracsin(27r/0t))2 

R
(5)

where V&c and V&c are DC and AC components of voltage amplitudes and R 
is the resistance. The frequency of AC voltage is /q. Expanding the square 
of voltage results in a stationary term (average electric power Pj) and two 
sinusoidal terms with frequencies /о and 2/q. What happens to the generated 
heat can be described with energy balance on the resistor-air interface:

Pj
dT
dt

•ACS-—— Ак——h AßoT.дТ
дп (6)

Here A and Cs are the area and heat capacity per unit area of the resistor. 
ACST represents the capability of storing and releasing heat; time deriva
tives are marked with dots starting from now. The second term —Ak^ 
provides heat conduction according to Fourier’s law: ^ is the derivative in 
the direction of outer normal vector. Finally, AßoT is responsible for all the 
remaining loss mechanisms such as radiation: ßo is the symbol for rate of 
heat loss per unit area and unit rise in temperature. Typically, the energy 
balance (6) is regarded as a thermal boundary condition in PDFs (1) and
(4). [2]

Driving a conductor with voltage I4C (plus optionally Vjc) leads to oscillatory 
perturbations of temperature and pressure fields in the resistor’s surround
ings. Thermoacoustic effect is primarily responsible for emission of sound at 
doubled frequency 2/o, there will be no /о component unless the DC bias 
is switched on. It should be also noted that resistance R can depend on 
temperature: especially at high AC input power the internal temperature 
of the loudspeaker oscillates so much that additional acoustic 3/o and 4/q 
emissions can be detected [3]. Throughout this work, however, no DC bias 
is applied and the resistance nonlinearity is neglected altogether. Thermal 
and sound oscillations can thus occur only at frequency 2/q.

Periodic heating at the interface excites exponentially decaying temperature 
waves. If allowed to propagate through air, a portion of the waves is con
verted into sound. The temperature waves, whose range can be estimated 
to be one thermal wavelength Хт = 2п/кт = 2ity/a/u), can be plugged into 
the partial differential equation (4) to verify that pressure waves are excited 
from the thin slab of air next to the interface [1]. Angular frequency is de
noted here with ш = 2тг/о. When the distance from heat sources is large the 
pressure waves are found to propagate with velocity cq which corresponds to
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isentropic wavelength Åq = 2тг/&о = ttcq/w. The root mean squared pres
sure can be converted to sound pressure level (SPL) which has logarithmic 
decibel (dB) units:

SPL = 20 log10 (tjr'j dB, P0 = 20 • IO"6 Pa rms. (7)

The rms value of pressure is pressure amplitude multiplied by 1/У2.

2.3 Acoustic power in free field

The acoustic energy density w is composed of kinetic and potential energy 
densities:

Pov2 P2
W = —z------h (8)2 ' 2pQcl

in which v2 is the squared amplitude of particle velocity v. The potential en
ergy describes compression of air. When an arbitrary single-frequency sound 
source is located at the origin of spherical coordinate system (ro,<p, в), the 
far-held pressure solution becomes a spherical wave equipped with directivity 
function F: „ikoro

P(r,Vt9) = F(V,9)^- e"2^.

The time-averaged intensity is dehned as

lav = ^Re{P*v}. 

After eliminating velocity with Euler equation

Pqv = - VP,

which gives
v = (X ikoro)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)
PqCq \ ikoro /

for a spherical wave in large-ro limit, the intensity is found to depend on the 
square of rms pressure:

P2 (13)Liv —
Po Co

Average acoustic power Pac at distance ro from the source is Iav integrated 
over spherical surface area 4тгг(2:

1 /*2тг Г 7Г
^ас(^,9) = ------ / / \F(<p, в) |2 sin OcWdip. (14)

^А)со Jo Jo
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In half-space the upper limit of в is тг/2, though. Pac agrees with energy 
conservation since it doesn’t depend on distance ro [6]. On-axis pressure 
response |P(ro, 9 = 0)| = |F(0,0)|/ro is actually the only set of measurement 
data which is needed for estimating acoustic power if the angular dependence 
of directivity F is known.

Directivity characteristics of sound sources depend on geometry since in
terference of waves emitted from multiple locations determines the radiation 
pattern. In the case of regular array loudspeakers the inner dimensions aren’t 
usually relevant, but the directivity results from global shape. In this work 
the focus is on planar sources the subdomains of which operate in phase. 
Fourier transforming acoustic potentials is a straightforward way to deter
mine directivity of planar pistons [8]. The surface velocity of the pistons is 
assumed to oscillate in z-direction with constant amplitude. The angular 
part of F, which here approaches piston area A times 1/(2тг) on the acoustic 
axis 9 — 0, is

(15)

for a circular piston source of sound with radius a [6]. J\ is a Bessel function 
of the first kind. If the piston source is a rectangle Lx x Ly,

Provided that the half-space on-axis response |P(0,0)| of a regular loud
speaker has been measured at some known distance ro and the angular part 
of directivity D has been verified with off-axis interference studies, average 
acoustic power can finally be calculated:
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3 Research problem

The suspended metal wire arrays fabricated by VTT Technical Research 
Center of Finland contain up to hundreds of thousands of aluminium wires 
[9]. The width of wires is 3 pm and their thickness is as small as 30 nm. 
All the wires are aligned in a parallel fashion and they are supported by 
larger aluminium bars as seen in Figure 1. The suspension of the array is 
characterized by an air gap separating it from Si substrate. The width of 
the gap is estimated to be g = 5 pm.

Figure 1: Scanning electron microscope image of a VTT loudspeaker. Larger 
aluminium crossbars are supporting the sound-emitting wires which form a reg
ular array.

Reference [9] features various experimental results and photolithographic 
fabrication methods are discussed there, too. For the purpose of this work, 
properties of four distinct loudspeakers are reviewed next. Speakers A (15000 
wires), В (6000 wires) and C (12000 wires) have surface area 1 cm x 0.5 cm 
and larger speaker E has 233200 wires distributed into a 5 cm x 3.5 cm array. 
Packing ratio of wire arrays is 1/10 in speakers A, В and E due to a 30-pm 
distance between wires. Speaker C is doubly denser because the distance 
between wires is only 15 pm. According to anechoic room measurements, 
the sound pressure level in front of the loudspeakers behaves linearly in 
frequency range 2/o = 1 — 40 kHz. An expression for exponentially growing 
pressure takes the form

Prms * yPj(2/0)P. (18)

After fitting the data measured at 7 cm distance from speakers В and C into 
this expression, the resulting parameters were

PB = 1.33 ± 0.01 & ув = 0.38 ± 0.05 pPa/(WHz)p (19)
pc = 1.35 ± 0.01 & yc = 0.19 ± 0.03 pPa/(WHz)p. (20)
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The same exponent was obtained in the case of speaker E (p# fs 1.3) while 
absolute SPL was somewhat higher (ув > Ув,Ус)- At lower frequencies than 
1 kHz the frequency exponent was close to 1.5 in all loudspeakers.

The properties of an ideal thermoacoustic sound source were formulated as 
early as 100 years ago [1]. The heat capacity Cs of the resistive loudspeaker 
must be minimized to reduce periodic heat loss induced by phase difference 
between Joule power and heat released by Cs. In VTT loudspeakers this 
has been implemented by reducing wire thickness into dozens of nanometers. 
Second, the heat flux from loudspeaker to air must be maximized via thermal 
decoupling. The air gap between wires and Si substrate is serving for that 
purpose in VTT loudspeakers. In recent years thermoacoustic research has 
focused mostly on homogenous thin films. Nanoscale layers of aluminium 
have been placed on top of porous silicon which acts as an efficient thermal 
insulator. Such devices show practically a flat spectrum in ultrasound range, 
but acoustic efficiency of the A1 layer is limited by direct thermal contact 
to the substrate [10, 11, 12]. Xiao and colleagues approached the problem 
of heat capacity Cs with carbon nanotube (CNT) thin films [2]. The films 
radiate sound into full-space with frequency response exponent p = 0.7 —
0.8. Thermal waves are permitted to propagate freely in air and, thanks 
to sub-дт thickness of CNT films, heat capacity is minimal. Kozlov and 
colleagues planted CNT forests on top of a silicon substrate [3]. Height 
of such forests affects significantly the frequency response: tall stacks of 
nanotubes behave like half-space versions of the films studied by Xiao et al. 
and show a frequency exponent p = 0.6 — 0.7. On the other hand, short 
32-/Ш1 forests produce a higher exponent p = 1.1 — 1.2 which is claimed to 
be caused by pronounced periodic heat flux from nanotubes to substrate.

Many details of thermoacoustic emission of sound are understood with an
alytical tools. Information on metallic films on top of porous silicon can be 
found in Refs. [10, 13], for example. Typically in ultrasound range thermal 
waves are expected to attenuate completely within the porous silicon layer 
and internal losses of the metallic film are neglected. In the full-space treat
ment of Xiao et al., periodically heated planar surfaces (carbon nanotube 
films) were studied: heat was supplied by means of a boundary condition. 
Their root mean square pressure formula, which will be introduced later 
in this work, agrees nicely with experimental carbon nanotube acoustics 
also in Ref. [3]. In special assignment [7] two thermoacoustic loudspeakers 
were studied numerically. First the sound pressure emitted by a periodically 
heated spherical shell was derived analytically. The response of the shell 
grows with frequency exponent p — 1.0 at low frequencies and experiences a 
cut-off in ultrasound range. Second, the theory derived by Xiao et al. was 
numerically tested in an axisymmetric half-space domain where a circular 
disk was heated periodically. At low frequencies the curves were in excellent
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agreement producing a frequency exponent p — 1.0, but in ultrasound range 
simulated pressure saturated faster.

In conclusion, theoretical studies of thermoacoustics have been able to ex
plain the behaviour of sound-emitting thin films which are either free-standing 
or in direct contact to a substrate. However, understanding the properties 
of sparse and suspended VTT loudspeakers has so far remained a challenge. 
In this work acoustical experiments with VTT loudspeakers were continued 
with extended 150 kHz bandwidth. In addition to on-axis far-field pressure 
measurements, some data was collected in near field and off the acoustic 
axis. Checking the linearity of loudspeaker operation as a function of input 
power was also necessary. Second, the effects of speaker suspension were 
studied with analytic Green’s function methods. The third objective of this 
work was to develop a realistic simulation model which is able to reproduce 
the features caused by suspension and sparse packing of loudspeakers. After 
finding a proper model, the simulator could be used to search for optimal 
parameters which include loudspeaker geometry, for instance. Finite element 
method (FEM) was selected as the first simulation platform. Sound radi
ation from metal wires was also simulated with a periodic boundary finite 
differences (FD) solver. The solver computed the response of an infinite ar
ray in near field. Only a single source wire needed to be modelled, and the 
radiation pattern consisted of a plane wave which is known to transform into 
a spherical wave in far field.
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4 Methods

4.1 Thermoacoustic Green’s functions

When sinusoidal time-dependency of acoustic fields is understood, temper
ature is divided into two parts: stationary Ts and oscillating Te~2lut. By 
assumption, pressure doesn’t have any stationary component on top of ambi
ent Po, and the oscillating field is Р(Г2ш1. The PDEs are greatly simplified 
when time derivatives are replaced with dt — —2iuj: Diffusion equation (1) 
becomes

V2TS + V2Te~2itv< + — Te~2iujt + - = —pe~2iult а к к
and the time-harmonic expression of wave equation (2) is

,2,о _ 4uj2V2P+ —s-PC?p
4^r) e-2iwt _ 0_

(21)

(22)

This section describes an analytic framework for separating out the effect of 
sound source suspension which has crucial importance in VTT loudspeakers. 
Heat conduction along the sound-emitting wires, on the other hand, is basi
cally negligible. Despite the nanoscale thickness of the wires, a macroscopic 
model of conduction (Fourier’s law) is sufficient because the mean free path 
of electrons is only a few nanometers in aluminium [14]. It is a straightfor
ward task to calculate that periodic heat flux into supporting A1 crossbars is 
small compared to periodic heat flux into air. Figure 2 shows an illustration 
of array simulation geometry without supporting structures. In the limit 
of low frequency sound radiation is omnidirectional since sound wavelength 
Aq is much longer than speaker dimensions. It can be thought that sound 
radiation is excited by a point source in that situation. If a thermoacoustic 
speaker has been suspended above a heat-absorbing plane, undesired peri
odic heat flux into the plane is remarkable when thermal wavelength Ат 
is longer than the source-plane distance. Half-space Green’s functions can 
provide an analytic solution for this thermoacoustic problem if the plane in 
question is extended into infinity. The geometry of this problem is drawn in 
Figure 3. The power density of an electrically unbiased point source of heat 
is

S = Pj (1 + e"2**) ö(x)S(y)S(z - g) (23)
of which only the oscillating part has acoustical significance. Air gap g 
is the distance from source to xy-plane. Average AC power is of course 
Pj — V2c/(2R). At the edge of half-space (z — 0) the boundary is taken 
to be acoustically hard (§^ — 0) but an impedance condition holds for 
temperature: — 7T = 0. Three common thermal boundary conditions
are

9



Lx

Figure 2: Three-dimensional illustration of a suspended array loudspeaker with
out supporting structures. Suspension parameter (air gap) is g and distance 
between wires is d. Rectangular dimensions are (Lx x Ly).

1. Insulating boundary: 7 = 0

2. Perfect heat sink as boundary: T = 0 (7 —> 00)

3. Finite heat capacity per unit area: 7 = 2lulCs’s^

Here for convenience the boundary material is silicon with surface parameters 
CSisi and ßo,Si■ For all finite distances g > 0 the point source of sound 
operates without internal losses. This is a means of separating out the effect 
of source suspension. When taking the limit g —> 0, CStsi and ßo,Si become 
internal losses of the source and one should be able to retrieve the analytic 
results of Ref. [2] where sound was similarly emitted from a periodically 
heated plane. As the coupling 2icoP/к is relatively weak in time-harmonic 
diffusion equation (21) it can be dropped out altogether:

(V2 + K)T « - ^6(x)6(y)6(z - g) (24)

where К = 2iuj/a and \[K = yJto/a{\ + г) = кт( 1 + *)• Essentially, the 
oscillating temperature field is a solution of a half-space Helmholtz problem 
in three dimensions.
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Figure 3: Three-dimensional radiation problem in half-space. A point source 
has been suspended at z = g above an infinite substrate.

The free-space Green’s function G(f*o, g) — G(fo — gez), which is the funda
mental solution of 3D Helmholtz problem, is defined as

„iVK\ro-géz\
(V2 + K)G(f0, g) = -S(x)S(y)S(z - g) * G(r0, g) = ё<| (25)

where r*o = (x, y, z) and unit vector ez is pointing in г-direction. In order 
to evaluate temperature T(rb) = PjGr(ra- д)/к in half-space, the half-space 
Green’s function Gj must be made to fulfill the desired boundary condition. 
The correct forms of Gt are readily found in literature [15, 16]:

1. Insulating Gt — G(r0,g) + G(f0, -g)

2. Sink GT = G(r0, g) - G(f0, -g)

3. Finite impedance
GT = G(f0, g) + G(f0, -g) + 2ry G(r0, -g + is)e~^sds.

If the impedance 7 is an arbitrary complex number, the integral over s con
verges but it is unfortunately not solvable in closed form. However, pressure 
field can be evaluated in far field ro = |rb| Aj + g despite of this draw
back. After re-organizing the time-harmonic wave equation with the help 
of isothermal wavenumber kp = 2uj/ct, the 3D Helmholtz form is retrieved 
again:

(V2 + k2P)P = 4^2poT 
To

(26)
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The pressure field Green’s function Gp(fo,g) in half-space fulfills 

(V2 + k2p)GP = -6(x)ö(y)ö(z - g)
pikP\f0-gez\ pikP\r0+gez\

& Gp(fo,g) = -T—rz------^ +4тг|г0 - gez\ 4тг|г0 + дёг|
(27)

where the hard boundary condition has been applied. In far field Gp » 
exp(ifcpro)/2тгго because the phase shift of reflected waves, which corre
sponds to a distance no longer than 2g, is negligible. The pressure field is 
given by a troublesome convolution integral over half-space

РШ
4oj2Po 

To
4w2PqPj

kTq

4üj2p0Pj 
kT0

[ Gp{f0 - f')T(r')dr/
Jz'> 0
l

Gp(fo - f,)GT{r')df'

Gp(fo) f i 
Jz’> о

GT(T)d7, (28)

where the last form is a far-field simplification: Gp can be taken out of 
the integral because temperature has effectively decayed to zero there. The 
three-dimensional (r1 — (x',y',z')) convolution integral follows from Som
merfeld radiation condition

lim r0 [S--
го-voo \ aro

ikp^j P = 0 (29)

which states that no energy radiates from infinity into the field [17]. Pressure 
is now linearly proportional to the spatial integral over Gp- When consider
ing the fundamental Green’s function associated to a source at (0,0, g), vari
ables can be changed from (x', y', z' — g) into spherical coordinates (q, в, <p). 
G(fo,g) becomes G(q, в, ф) = exp(i\/Kq)/(4nq) where q2 = x'2 + y12 + (z1 — 
g)2. It’s important to notice that fictitious temperature field in region z' < 0 
doesn’t act as pressure source. Therefore в will only take values from 0 to 
tt/2 + arcsin(5/9) when q > g, and the integral over half-space becomes

i /*2тг roc rh=T*L «11/*7r/2-farcsin(min{l,^/g}) AyfKq
-q2 sin 6d6dq. (30)

Separate treatment of q > g and q < g gives damped cosine and sine integrals 

h = \ (jf” qeiVE4q + £ qé^dq + g eiVK4^j (31)

that can be solved using integration by parts and the result is
/ e(i-i)fcrg\

h = 2/4 1 - (32)
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A similar treatment to image source G(ro, —g) gives

h
je(i-l)fcTS

4 kj. (33)

and the complex pressure field in the case of insulating (sink) boundary 
condition is

2 uj2p0Pjeikpro
-Pi,2(ro) = тггокТо (h ± h) • (34)

The wavenumber is somewhat erroneous (kp > ко), but root mean squared 
pressure is not affected by this discrepancy. The rms value can be obtained 
by dividing pressure amplitude by \/2. The insulating boundary condition 
provides actually an ultimate upper bound of thermoacoustically excited 
pressure:

A.rmsf^o) — PÅ Vo)
\/2roCpTo

(35)

This formula is entirely free from loss mechanisms other than those funda
mentally intrinsic to thermoacoustics. Theoretical sound radiation from a 
periodically heated spherical shell has the same form at low sound frequen
cies in special assignment [7]. On the other hand, the proximity to a heat 
sink detoriates the acoustic performance:

P2,rms(fo) = \A - 2e ктя ™(kTg) + e 2fcTg. (36)

In the limit of low frequency or, alternatively, small g this formula can be lin
earized. That is to say, all contributions of the form (kpg)3 and higher vanish 
inside the square root. The linearization leads to a significant simplification 
which scales linearly with g:

PifimsiXo) ~
l*Pjgm3/2 

V a r0cPT0
(37)

When the boundary condition is of the third impedance type an integral /3 
must be solved:

I3 = 2*7 *e(i-')kT(9~is)e-nsds
4 Щ.

(38)

Spatial integration over G(r*o, —g + is) has already been done here; the result 
is I2 in Eq. (33) equipped with transformation g i-> g —is. Complex pressure 
will be

= 2uj2PoPj^kpr° (/i + h + h) (39)
тггокГо
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where the sum of the three integrals is

1 ( ^e{i-i)kTg \
11+12 + 1з = ЩУ~ кт + г(кт~)) ' (40)

Pressure P3 can be easily root mean squared in the limit of small ßo,Si using 
7 = id = ?2cuCSjsj/K. At this point it would be worth noting that CSisi 
is actually frequency-dependent because thermal waves attenuate rapidly in 
bulk materials, too. Hence, only a thin surface slab will contribute to the 
impedance, and the thickness of the slab can be presented in terms of skin 
depth, the depth where ratio of wave amplitude to its surface value is 1/n. 
The skin depth is of the form

zn = t/^-lnn (41)
у ш

where asi is diffusion constant of silicon [18]. A proper value for heat ca
pacity per unit area would be

Cs,Si — CsiZn (42)

where Csi is bulk heat capacity per unit volume of silicon. In Eq. (41) it is 
possible to choose Inn = 1. The estimate for rms pressure is

O z„-x РЛ2/0) \kT + 6 + ikT --rkrmsVo) — y- r—---------------
V2r0cpTo + (kT + S)2

(43)

Imaginary part of impedance 6 can be expressed like

2Csi\/7r(2/o)asi
к

and plugged into the final form

(44)

Pi,rms (^о) — Pj( 2/0)
\/2r0cpT()

2кт sin(ктд) + 2(fcp + Й) cos (fop <7) — 5e ктЯ11 - 5е~кт9 .
fcp + (кт + S)2

(45)

In the limit ^ 1, i.e., when the heat capacity is large, this formula
approaches the heat sink equation (36). In the opposite limit where (ктд) is 
large or ^ < 1 the formula begins to look exactly like the ultimate pressure 
in equation (35). When plotting Рз>ГТО8 on a logarithmic scale as a function
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of frequency, the gradient (instantaneous frequency exponent) resides in the 
range 1.0 — 1.5. Linearization of Eq. (45) with respect to (kpg) gives

E>3,rms(^'o)
■P/(2/o) / , 2kT{l - k^g2) + - 2k\f)

VlrocpTo у kj> + (кт + 5)2
(46)

which does not actually provide additional insight. Using the exact form of 
Eq. (45) would be preferable. In the limit of low frequency, loudspeaker heat 
capacity has no acoustical contribution and the thermophysical substrate 
effect is alone responsible for weakened acoustic performance. It can be 
expected that equation (45) is able to explain sound radiation from VTT 
loudspeakers in audible range of frequencies. This is enabled also by the 
fact that speaker array sparsity has only a little effect there. In ultrasound 
range, however, radiated sound pressure levels are likely to be overestimated 
because speaker heat capacity is neglected.

4.2 Planar homogenous loudspeakers

In Ref. [2] Xiao and colleagues derived the formula of sound radiation from 
a two-sided thin film. Film area was assumed to be so large (x/A 3> Xr) 
that emitted thermal waves could be treated with one-dimensional diffusion 
equation

ad2zT + 2 iuT = 0. (47)

Pressure coupling 2шР/к was neglected and the solution was a linear com
bination of waves eaz and e~az with exponent a = kp (г — 1). Placing the 
loudspeaker in the origin made regions z < 0, z > 0 symmetric and the Joule 
power boundary condition could be written as

Pj = -2iuACsT(0) - 2Ak<92T(0+) + 2A/30T(0) (48)

where z = 0+ denotes the front interface. The heat capacity was shared 
by the two surfaces. In region z > 0 the thermal wave is as simple as 
T(z) = B$eaz which decays to zero at infinity. Prefactor B3 is obtained now 
from boundary condition

Pj = -2AB3(iu)Cs + кет - ßo). (49)

An imaginary thermoacoustic piston can be constructed from the two air 
slabs (At x A) where thermal waves are present. This was done in Ref. [2] but 
it is also possible to utilize the fundamental Green’s function of 3D Helmholtz 
problem. Assuming that sound radiation is omnidirectional (VÄ <C Aq), it
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is possible to revisit convolution in Eq. (28). Full-space Green’s function 
Gp = exp(ikpro)/(4тгго) is used this time:

РЫ =
4(J2po

To

gifcpro
4тгго

(50)

This formula can always be utilized in the limit of omnidirectional sound 
radiation; the temperature profile in the integral can be arbitrary. In the 
thin-film simplification the integral reduces to 2A J0°° B$eaz dz' — —2АВз/а. 
Root mean squared pressure takes the value

Prms(^o) —
u2PqPj

y/2r0T0\a(iiüCs + /си - /30)|
(51)

which can be processed further:

Prms(^o) Pj(2fo)
2\/2cproTo

2(2/o)
^ (л/(2/о) + V7i)2 + (\/(2/o) +

(52)

Constant frequencies are defined as f\ = а/Зо/(тгк2) and /2 = Po/(ttCs). The 
half-space equivalent of this formula can be found by letting g approach zero 
in Eqs. (39) & (40). Only one side of the thin film will radiate sound in that 
case. Full-space prefactor 1/2 will vanish and /2 must be re-defined: /2 = 
ßo/(2TrCs,Si)- Of course, the Green’s function formalism is also compatible 
with Arnold and Crandall’s theory of thermoacoustic thin films. Vanishing 
suspension (g —> 0) and substantial heat capacity (6 >> kp) in Eq. (43) nicely 
reveal

^ Pj(2fo)kT _ s/2fp
r0cpT06 CSjsi

(53)

Eqs. (51) and (52) describe the free-standing case. The associated phase 
difference between Joule power and surface temperature is (see Ref. [2])

+ = arsB* = »”ta- 1541

which is small at low frequencies and approaches тг/2 in the limit of high 
frequency. However, in the ultimate limit where Cs and ßo approach zero 
the phase difference is a constant ф = тг/4. It would be interesting to see if 
ф changes when the thin film is placed near an impedance plane. A heat
absorbing impedance plane will at least lower the surface temperature of 
the film. In front of the film (z > g) thermal waves take again the form 
T(z) = B^eaz but behind the film (0 < z < g) a reflected wave is also 
present: T(z) = B\eaz + B'2e~az. Heat flux is obviously discontinuous on 
the interface of these regions:

Pj = —2iujACsT(g) + Ак(дгТ(д~) - dzT(g+)) (55)
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where ßo is dropped out altogether. The ratio of B\ to B2 can be found 
using the impedance boundary condition from previous section of this work:

кд2Т( 0) + 2iujCStSiT(0) = 0. (56)

This gives
B\   кет — 2icvCS)si
B2 кет + 2 iwCg'Si

(57)

Of course, temperature T(g) at the surface is continuous and B3 can thus 
be expressed in terms of B^:

B3 = B2{b + e~2<T9).

Consequently, Eq. (55) turns into

Pj = -2 AB2{iu)Ca(beag + e^9) + кае^9) 

and the phase of surface temperature is

b+ e~2a9ф = arg T(g) = ar8("i
iwCs(bea9 + e~°9) + кае~а9 )

(58)

(59)

(60)

Pressure field can again be calculated with convolution formula Eq. (28) and 
the half-space Green’s function Gp = ехр(г&рГо)/(2тгго). In this treatment 
pressure waves are able to penetrate the thin film and their root mean square 
value is

Prms(^o) —
V2uj2po
nr0T0

-AB2(2e~a9 + b- 1) 
a

(61)

With the aid of Eq. (59) the formula becomes

P'ms (c()) — Pjf
V^cproTo

e-ag + 6=1

{be°9 + e~a9) + e~a3
(62)

It can be expected that this equation fails to explain sound radiation from 
sparse loudspeakers when thermal wavelength is as short as the loudspeaker 
inner dimensions.
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4.3 Computational methods

4.3.1 Circular wires

According to equations (15) and (16) circular loudspeakers produce the same 
on-axis (в = 0) frequency response as rectangular loudspeakers if their sur
face areas are equal. A thermoacoustic simulation platform can thus be 
defined in cylinder coordinate system. Taking advantage of axisymmetry 
helps to eliminate one spatial coordinate <p. Finite element method in near 
field can be utilized in a triangular mesh covering a quarter of a circle in 
rz-plane. This idea has been successfully tested in the case of homogenous 
disk loudspeaker in special assignment [7]. Simulating equidistant wires in 
an axisymmetric system would be possible if the wires were circular. A 0.5 
cm2 circular array would comprise about 130 wires when the spacing d is 
30 gm. However, trying to place more than a hundred cross-sections on 
rz-plane and then creating a hyperfine mesh around them would lead to un
desired computational complexity. Fortunately, the cross-section of wires in 
VTT loudspeakers is so tiny that its dimensions are much shorter than wave
lengths of sound and temperature if frequency 2/o doesn’t exceed 1 MHz. 
Finite element method is capable of solving PDFs that have delta distri
butions as sources: why not consider periodic heat supply in the form of 
delta functions <5? A sketch of a suspended array of circular wires in cylinder 
coordinate system can be found in Figure 4.

In diffusion equation (1) the integral of arbitrary source S over half-space 
must give net heat supply per unit time. In the array model S' is a sum 
of wire-specific delta functions. To take the air gap into account, the z- 
coordinate of wires can be fixed to z = g. The r-coordinates rk can be 
deduced from two rules: Because of symmetry the first wire is located at 
(ri = g). To keep the distance between wires constant, rk — rk—% = d for
all k G {2,3,..., Nw}.

The distribution function of a single wire in S is easily found to be

ip(r,z;g,k)
6(r - rk)6(z - g) 

2tt rk
(63)

and net heat supply per unit time consists of electric power minus losses 
related to Cs and ,%■ Hence, the expression for S is (compare with equation
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Figure 4: Three-dimensional radiation problem in half-space (r, <p,z > 0). An 
axisymmetric array of wires has been suspended at z = g above an infinite 
substrate. Array radius is a. The brown arc will draw the spherical near-field 
domain while rotating around z-axis.

(6))
Nw

fc=i
Wire-specific areas Ak and electric powers Pjik must grow linearly with radial 
coordinate rk. Otherwise the heat supply wouldn’t be homogenous in the 
array.

(Pj,k - Akß0T - AkCst) гр(г, z; g, k). (64)

Сл = P/J^ 25t5JV- 
l Pj J k = l

(65)

Afc = ■Kw(w + 2rk), (66)

where w = 3 pm is the constant width of wires.

Next the computational domains and boundaries must be designed to adapt 
to the array radius a — r^w. At sound frequencies below 1 MHz thermal 
wavelength Ат is always shorter than sound wavelength Aq. The axisymmet
ric triangular mesh in rz-plane should fulfill several conditions:

1. Near field is enclosed by the spherical domain 
fl = {(r, z) 6 R2 I r > 0, z > 0 & b2 < r2 + z2}
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2. Distance between nodes doesn’t exceed Ao/16. However, on the bound
aries a refinement Aq/64 is necessary

3. Thermal waves are taken into account by selecting a spacing parameter 
Ar/32 when the distance from wires (rk,g) is smaller than At-

The overall domain can be expanded beyond near field when necessary. 
Spherical radius b can be increased in order to probe into far field with 
the triangular mesh. Alternatively, all half-space can be discretized with in
finite elements to obtain unbounded solutions. After dividing the boundary 
<9D = Г into subsections, boundary conditions must be introduced for fields 
P and T and their time derivatives Y — P and X = T. The purpose of X 
and Y is to avoid second-order derivatives with respect to time.

• = {(r, z) G R2 I r = 0}:
Axisymmetry: E = Ж = Ж = 0

• Гг = {(r, z) 6 R2 I r > 0, z > 0 & b2 — r2 + z2}:
Absorbing boundary for bounded problem: E = —^ — у [19] 
Thermal waves have decayed to zero: X = 0

Гз = {(r, z) G R2 I 0 < r < b & z = 0}:
Rigid substrate behind wires has large heat capacity CStsi'.
dP _ 8Y 
dn dn - 0 and dx _ y-

dn к
• In the unbounded problem P and VP must vanish at infinity according 

to Sommerfeld radiation condition [17].

4.3.2 Anechoic time-discretized problem

The performance of absorbing boundary condition is always limited by qual
ity of discretization. Especially when the wave vector of sound is not per
pendicular to the boundary, some reflection will unavoidably take place. If 
the sampling of pressure is performed on z-axis at distance zs < b from the 
wires, when does the first echo return to the sampling point? The answer 
is (b — zs)/co seconds after pressure waves have hit the boundary Гг for the 
first time. The finite speed of sound is exploited in the following method: it 
does not matter whether the absorbing boundary is functional as long as the 
reflections don’t influence the results. This can be called the quasi-anechoic 
way of simulating sound radiation in free field.

A time-discretized solution with zero initial condition can be obtained with 
finite element method. Joule power is switched on all of a sudden: it is
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possible to check how pulsed input signals are reproduced thermoacoustically. 
PDE (2) can be expressed in the form

4-У - = Ap. (67)
dj1 Tø

Multiplying it with test function w G W = Нл (Q) and integrating over Q 
gives

jiir = - J^Vw-VPdr-J w^ + j'jds (68)/ u; PoX
To

where Green’s first theorem has been applied. The integrals over domain Q 
are two-dimensional and path integrals take care of the boundaries Г„. Elim
inating Y would simplify the other PDE that has to be solved: a combination 
of PDEs (1) and (2) looks like

aes . „X = —P + ^
К Cj.

QCo ДХ + (69)

The corresponding test function will have to agree with the Dirichlet bound
ary condition described above: v 6 V = {u G Hx{f2) | v — 0, (r,z) G Г2}. 
After following the same procedure as above,

f vXdr+ ^ - f
Jn к J n

vXdr+—!/ Vu-VPdf
AC

ac;
= / Vv-VX- 7— . Cs,Si dr + f vX

K J ГЗ
uAdS (70)

The thermoacoustic solution can be found by searching for fields X, Y and 
P that satisfy equation (68) for every w € W and equation (70) for every 
vtV.

An easy starting point would be to follow Ritz-Galerkin procedure for piece- 
wise linear finite elements [20]. For each node ri in the mesh there’s a linear 
shape function ipi(r) which satisfies <Pi(rj) = Stj Vi,j. Of course, 5y is the 
Kronecker delta. Physical quantities can be expressed using the shape func
tions as a basis: for example, P = The scalar coefficients are
the degrees of freedom that are eventually solved. They can be collected 
together into column vectors (£p contains nodal values of pressure, for ex
ample) of length N which is the number of nodes. Replacing v and w with 
<pj leads the problem into linear equation systems: Eq. (68) becomes

(71)

where one can identify some common matrices that appear in finite element 
method:
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• Mass matrix (M)y = f^ipupjdr, dr = 2nrdrdz

• Mass matrix on boundary T„ (Mn)ij = fFn ipupjdS

• Stiffness matrix (S)y = fQ V<pi ■ Vtpjdr.

The size of these symmetric matrices is determined by the number of nodes 
in the mesh: it is N x N. The constant prefactor 2тг that results from 
integrating over the polar angle of the coordinate system will be dropped 
out of the matrices. Equation (70) becomes

Mix + ^ (stx + ^МзСх)

= {pJb™ - ßoMw£x - CsMwix) (72)

in which time derivative of total electric power is Pj — 2тг/оУа(. sin(47r/ot)/fZ. 
There are also wire-specific structures where к is wire index running from 1 
to Nw:

• A special wire matrix (Mw)ij = J2k Ak<Pi(rk)ipj(rk)
r2_r2

• and a special wire vector (bw)i = J2k k ai~l<Pi(fk).

A reliable way of doing time discretization is implicit Crank-Nicholson method 
[18]. Time is divided into constant intervals tn = nAt. Time derivatives are 
calculated in the middle of two consequent steps:

tn+l tn
in+1/2 _ sr ,7ox

Ai (73)

This example can reveal the logic behind the Crank-Nicholson scheme:

ir+1/2 = Cx+1/2 ** <?+1 =&+ ̂ (Cx+1 + Cx) (74)

which explains time evolution of temperature; for pressure holds £p+1 =
££+f(e?+1+en

The two semidiscretized linear equation systems (71) and (72) can be fully 
discretized and then combined into a single system of size 2N where Dirichlet 
boundary condition has been activated on Г2 boundary nodes. In computa
tions one matrix inversion per time step is required. The maximum length 
of interval At is limited by the stability of the problem. A more detailed 
overview of time discretization is presented in Appendix 2.
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4.3.3 Unbounded time-harmonic problem

Previously it was noted that bounding of wave problems is a challenging task. 
A time-harmonic solver is particularly vulnerable to boundary conditions. A 
truncated computational domain can, however, be easily enlarged to cover 
all half-space. In single-frequency case this is enabled by infinite elements 
that are equipped with shape functions which have a priori information on 
the wave vector [21].

Transition from triangular near-field mesh into the infinite domain takes 
place on artificial boundary Г2. The absorbing boundary condition must of 
course be forgotten. Oscillating P is calculated in the nodes of quadrilateral 
infinite elements. One edge of such an element is shared with a triangle and 
the opposite edge is located at infinity. The length of solution vector £p 
is increased by an integer Nr, the number of nodes in the infinite domain 
that do not intersect with boundary Г2. For the sake of convenience, infinite 
domain contributions to stiffness and mass matrices are denoted with Sr 
and Mr, respectively. The matrices are taken to be zero padded to full size 
(JV + JVr) x (AT + Nr).

Separation with respect to Fourier components is possible: the stationary 
part of equation (21) is

2 Ra2 - AkßoTs V>(r,z;g,fc) = 0 (75)

and the oscillating part looks like
2iuj „ 2iuj ^----P = V2T+---- T
к a

1 \ ^ f ^ac(rfc ~ rk-1)

к 4^1 2 Ra2 - Akß0T + 2iüjAkCsT ф{г, z; g, к). (76)

Wire distribution function ф is in equation (63). The Ritz-Galerkin proce
dure of FEM gives two linear systems for the oscillating fields: in domain fi 
diffusion equation is reduced to

-F£T + 2iUjCKS'Si M3£r + - ~M£p

+^kzbw + 2lujCJ~ßo mUt = 0
AttkR 2ttk

and the information on isothermal wave equation is present in

- 4üß 4tV2/9n-S£p + ^M£P = —p-^A/£p. 
cfp T0

(77)

(78)
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Within the infinite elements, however, only the isentropic mode of acoustics 
is considered:

-SV£p -4--- 2~Mr£p — 0 (79)
co

where mass and stiffness matrices have gained contributions from integrals 
over weighted shape functions. There will be an extra phase involved that 
makes the shape functions differ from simple polynomials Pj that appear in 
the near-field domain $1:

z) = P(r, z)e-*o^r,z) (80)

Function ß represents the path propagated by the waves in the infinite do
main. Obviously fi is zero on the boundary Г2 and everywhere in 0. In 
mass and stiffness integrals the new shape functions щ are complex conju
gated and given an additional weight D(r,z). Function D takes the value 
of unity on Г2 and in the infinite domain it is proportional to l/b2 where 
b = у/r2 + z2 is the radius in spherical coordinate system. Complex conju
gation simplifies the integrals by removing the phase factors, and without D 
the Sommerfeld radiation condition wouldn’t be satisfied at infinity.

Solving the oscillating fields everywhere in half-space demands only one ma
trix inversion:

(-S + ^M3 + + ”-g-frAf,

times

—Sr + ^z-Mr +

(_2^M 0)
s +

0

(£) V2 fbequals - ac 1 w
AttkR x 0

In Appendix 3 the definitions of matrices ST and Mr are summarized. Pres
sure and temperature vectors are complex-valued: modulus and argument 
are the amplitude of oscillation and phase difference between the field and 
electric power, respectively. It’s good to remember that the vectors contain 
all the necessary information to probe into the field everywhere in half-space: 
this can be accomplished via interpolation of nodal values. Amplitude of os
cillation and phase difference of the temperature on air-wire interfaces can 
thus be averaged: the respective symbols are Tw and фт. An estimate for 
the amplitude of thermal power that flows periodically through the air-wire 
interface is

Pair =
V2r ac
2 R

A/30Twe^ 2u}ACsTwei^w~n/2'> (82)

where A = Afc equals 7ra2 multiplied by the packing ratio of the array 
w/d. Time average of this heat flow is of course zero. Thermoacoustic effi
ciency describes how strongly oscillating pressure is coupled to Pa;r. Linear
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theory of acoustics violates the law of conservation of energy because time 
average of acoustic power will turn out to be positive. Loudspeaker effi
ciency can thus irrationally exceed 100 % because acoustic power will be 
proportional to the square of electric power. However, current non-viscous 
theory will break down when the GHz range of frequencies is reached [6]. In 
conclusion, the simulations should be run at moderate electric input power 
and low enough (2/o < 109 Hz) frequency. Losses caused by radiation (ßo) 
are maximized when there phase difference фт is zero: according to Eq. (54) 
this occurs when the frequency is infinitesimally low. On the other hand, <fiw 
will approach тг/2 in the limit of high frequency. Heat capacity Cs lags more 
and more behind electric power when frequency is increased. The related 
loss is strengthened not only by prefactor ш but also by exp(i(f>w — m/2) 
approaching unity which means that heat released by Cs will be exactly in 
opposite phase compared to Joule input power.

Next, to find out thermoacoustic efficiency acoustic power radiated by the 
array must be estimated. Local acoustical intensity Iav is proportional to 
the square of pressure when spherical wave assumption holds (see equation 
(13)). In order to fix a distance from far field, a circular arc in rz-plane
is discretized. The arc has radius b = r/ + zf where spatial index runs 
from 1 to Nø and rq = z^o = b. The corresponding angles between z-axis 
and position vector (rj,Zj) are вг = arctan(r;/zj) where A9 = 0, — 0*_i is 
assumed to be constant. For each i there is a corresponding surface area St 
which is created when the arc rotates around z-axis. The sum of the areas 
must equal 2тгb2, the area of halved spherical shell with radius b:

( 1 — cos(^r) i — 1
S{ = 2vrb2 ■ < 2sin(0i) sin(^r) 1 < i < Nø (83)

I sin(^) i = Nø.

The integral in the definition of acoustic power (equation (14)), is trans
formed into sum 1

2poCo
(84)

which is plugged into the definition of thermoacoustic efficiency, the ratio of 
acoustic power amplitude to thermal power amplitude in air:

Vt
2 (85)

The result from equation (82) is also inserted here, and prefactor 2 cancels 
out time averaging present in Рж. The performance of the loudspeaker is 
fundamentally characterized by the ratio of acoustic output power to elec
tric input power: t] = Рас/Pi- The square root of this value is somewhat 
misleadingly called thermoacoustic coupling factor. At least in Ref. [10] the
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quality of thermoacoustic loudspeakers is presented in terms of the coupling 
factor y/rj at a fixed input power density Pj/A — 1 W/cm2. In linear regime 
of thermoacoustics rjt and 77 scale linearly with input power Pj, and y/rj is 
proportional to the square root of Pj.

4.3.4 Infinite array approximation

Sound radiation from a macroscopic planar source can be understood as 
a wave conversion process. In near field, loudspeaker subdomains work in 
phase and generate a plane wave. At Rayleigh distance Rq the plane wave 
is disrupted by interference effects which result from finite loudspeaker size. 
That is precisely when the plane wave begins to transform into a spherical 
wave. Interestingly, the pressure on the face of the loudspeaker (denoted with 
symbol Pw) can be uniquely restored from an on-axis pressure measurement 
in far field [8]:

f'rms(ro) = (86)

This formula holds when ro is larger than Rq. The Rayleigh distance of a 
symmetric loudspeaker is given by

До = -£ (87)

where surface A needn’t be circular. Remembering the fact that VTT loud
speakers are periodic wire arrays, it is possible to design a simulation plat
form with periodic boundary conditions. This of course neglects effects that 
emerge on speaker boundaries. In principle, the infinite array approximation 
corresponds to frequency range Aq, Xt 4C a. Thanks to periodicity, there is 
no need to simulate multiple wires, but array sparsity must be correctly im
plemented. Throughout this chapter the infinitely long wires are aligned in 
у-direction, wire separation is given in x-coordinates, and plane waves of 
sound propagate in ^-direction (see Figure 2). Thermoacoustic PDFs can 
be solved with finite differences (FD) method in two-dimensional xz-domain 
that has dimensions (d x Aq). Due to domain periodicity, the single wire 
can be given arbitrary x-coordinates. The wire is assumed to be infinitesi
mally thin and discontinuity of heat flux on wire surface must be taken into 
account. Both full- and half-space simulators can be defined:

(a) Free-standing loudspeaker is located at the origin and plane waves are 
absorbed on two boundaries z = ±Aq/2. Full-space pressure can be 
converted into half-space equivalent value using multiplier 2.
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(b) Behind the loudspeaker at z = —g there is an infinite impedance plane 
(substrate) as in previous chapters. Plane waves are absorbed at z = 
Aq.

The absorbing boundary conditions are simply — ikoP = 0 in which 
the positive sign corresponds to a pressure wave propagating in positive z- 
direction [19].

Quality parameter Q is an integer which represents the division of wire width 
w into a discretized number of sources. Input Joule power per unit area is 
constant throughout the wire:

Pj = —2iu}CsT(0) + к(д2Т((П) - dzT(0+)) + ß0T(0). (88)

where Nw is again the number of wires and Ly is wire length. The second 
rectangular dimension of the loudspeaker is Lx = dNw. Discretization of 
space must be done in a non-uniform way: In the proximity of the wire node 
separation follows Ax/32-pattern. A smooth transition from thermal region 
into isentropic region is implemented and z-separation will eventually follow 
Ao/32-pattern. For numerical accuracy reasons, x-discretization is uniform 
and it is calculated using the Q-parameter. Node coordinates are defined in 
a recursive manner: After selecting x-displacement Ax = w/Q and writing 
a table of z-displacements < Azi < |ff, the following loops are executed:

Zj+i = Zj + 1
Xi — iAx, i G {1,2,iVx} 

2^, je{l,2,...,jVz-l}
(89)

(90)

where Nx = Qd/w and Z\ = 0 (half-space) or Z\ = — Aq/2 (full-space).

Discretization of the Laplacian operator V2 is done in the interior parts of 
the computational domain. For each interior node (x,, Zj)there are two linear 
thermoacoustic equations which follow from the time-harmonic PDFs (which 
are the oscillating parts extracted from Eqs. (21), (22))

9 2йп 2iuj _V2T+----T+---- P — 0
а к

V2P + k2pP-4^-T = 0.

(91)

(92)

The operator V2 is separated into two parts d2 + d2 in the cartesian do
main. When operating on temperature at node (i,j), the finite differences
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approximation probes into four neighbouring nodes:

2 f Tjj-i Tjj______Tjj( Tjj Tjj+i 
Azj + Azj+1

) (93)

Periodic boundary conditions describe the interaction across x-boundaries: 
Tqj = Г/Vxj and T/væ+i j = Tij. The Laplacian of pressure has a similar 
form. The matrix structure of the linearized PDEs is sparse and banded. The 
field-theoretical aspects of the thermoacoustic problem fit into a (2N x 2N) 
linear equation system (N = NXNZ is total number of nodes). Boundary 
conditions are gathered together and the corresponding equations replace 
the empty rows of the PDE matrix. In Appendix 4 the construction of the 
linear equation system is carefully explained. One matrix inversion produces 
the vector of thermoacoustic nodal values which can be immediately visual
ized in the spatial domain. Only the real parts, phases and amplitudes of 
complex-valued temperature and pressure have physical meaning, though. 
Plane wave amplitude Pq is readily obtained. Phase difference and ampli
tude of temperature on the wire surface can be averaged and plugged into 
Eq. (82). Total radiated acoustic power can be evaluated with the aid of 
Eqs. (15), (17), (86) and (87). In the calculations \P(<p = 0,0 = 0)|ro must 
be replaced with PwRq and loudspeaker area is A = LxLy.

4.4 Experimental methods

4.4.1 Principles of experimental acoustics

Traditionally all performance evaluations of loudspeakers are committed in 
anechoic free-held conditions. Previously, VTT loudspeakers has been stud
ied in a so-called 2тг anechoic room where the floor reflects acoustic waves
[9]. In such a room it is possible to measure continuous waveforms reliably 
if the loudspeaker is placed on the floor pointing upwards. Experiments of 
this work were made in a normal, reverberant room where acoustic reflec
tions formed an echo environment which disrupted the measurements. To 
achieve quasi-anechoic conditions, pressure sampling time was so short that 
no rehections could reach the microphone, and the selection of transmitted 
signals was therefore limited to bursts. For example, a few periods of sine 
waveforms could be transmitted at a single frequency. Maximum length 
sequences (MLS), which are more sophisticated bursts [22], were also gen
erated. With the aid of MLS entire frequency bands could be studied at 
once. Responses were measured primarily in front of the loudspeakers on
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the acoustic axis. Microphone was responsible for converting pressure wave 
into an electric signal from which amplitude and phase could be read. Input 
power is typically fixed to 1 W in acoustics, but the thermoacoustic speak
ers were driven with a wide range of electric powers in this work. In order 
to sample accurate off-axis responses at prescribed angles, the loudspeaker 
had to be mounted into an optical table. An example of experimental setup 
geometry is presented in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Near-field measurement setup

In the experiments of this work the audio transmitter consisted of

• Agilent 33220A arbitrary waveform generator

• DC power supply for providing bias voltage for MLS; Agilent E3631A 
was used among others

• Suspended thermoacoustic VTT loudspeaker on silicon wafer.

The function generator was fed with appropriate waveforms via PC interface. 
The audio receiver had the following parts:
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• Briiel&Kjær (B&K) 4939 free-field microphone 

e B&K 2670 pre-amplifier

e Stanford Research Systems SR560 pre-amplifier

• B&K Nexus 2690 conditioning amplifier

• Agilent 54832B Infiniium oscilloscope.

The B&K conditioning amplifier was responsible for generating a 200 V 
microphone polarization. The amplifier featured a second-order low-pass 
filter with 100 kHz corner frequency, so audio signal was amplified by the 
Stanford Research Systems pre-amplifier instead. The received waveforms 
were sampled with the Agilent oscilloscope and then forwarded to PC for 
post-processing.

4.4.2 Burst techniques

The loudspeaker response at a single frequency can be studied with repeated 
and averaged sine bursts. The burst interval should be so large that all tran
sients die out before the next excitation is sent. Lower bound of frequency 
is set by the first reflection that arrives at the microphone. In other words, 
measuring sine amplitude would be impossible if line-of-sight signal and echo 
signal were separated by an interval shorter than the sine period. Averaging 
the received waveforms is a way to improve signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

Maximum length sequence is a pseudo-random waveform that takes the val
ues ±1 [22]. The length of the sequence, which is L = 2" — 1 where та > 1 is 
integer, must be chosen so that L divided by receiver’s sampling frequency fs 
is longer than impulse response (IR) of the loudspeaker. In a discrete, linear 
model the transmitted MLS signal is a sequence та(та), та G {0,1,..., L — 1} 
and the received signal is

M-1
y(n) = ^ h(k)u(n — k) + е(та), те G {0,1,..., M — 1} (94)

fc=o
where h(k) is the accurate impulse response, е(те) represents noise and M is 
the number of received samples. The sum is a convolution which tells that 
the Fourier transform of h is the frequency response of the loudspeaker. MLS 
has a peculiar autocorrelation property:

m = 0 
таг Ф 0. (95)
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This suggests that IR can be estimated with the normalized cross-correlation 
of и and y:

h(m) — i ^ u(n)y(n + m), m € {0,1,..., M — 1}. (96)
71=0

After plugging in y, h appears to be slightly biased:

1 M-i 1 L-1
h(m) = h(m) — — ^ h(fc) + — ^ u(fc)e(fc + m). (97)

k=0,k^m k=0

Time averages of h in the large-Z, limit will converge to true IR provided that 
noise e has zero mean. The superior SNR obtained with MLS excitations 
follows from the fact that cross-correlation of MLS and noise, which is present 
in equation (97), is almost always negligible [23].

In continuous time domain things get more complicated, though. The gen
eration frequency fg of MLS blocks must be chosen carefully to match band
width and frequency resolution requirements. The power spectrum of a 
continuous MLS signal has sine2 profile with zeroes located at integer multi
ples of fg. The first -3 dB point is approximately fg/3 and the lower bound 
of frequency resolution is fg/L. The sampling frequency fs of the receiver 
must be at least fg and, in agreement with Nyquist sampling theorem, fg/3 
must in turn be larger than doubled bandwidth of acoustic frequencies. [24]
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5 Results

It was reasonable to begin acoustical measurements with a linearity check of 
loudspeaker operation. As explained in theoretical part of this work, output 
pressure Prms should be linearly proportional to average input power Pj in 
linear thermoacoustics. In the experiments, lower bound of frequency was 
set by the echo environment of measurement room and it was found to be 
in kHz range. For simplicity, sound frequency is f — 2/o in this chapter. 
In order to achieve a decent a signal-to-noise ratio, an input power larger 
than 0.2 W had to be generated. Upper bound of frequency was 150 kHz, 
the bandwidth of microphone calibration data sheet. Sine bursts with 20 
periods were the first excitation signals used in measurements. Linearity 
check was done with loudspeaker C which was not biased with a DC signal. 
A self-made audio amplifier was utilized in the experiment: one passively 
cooled operation amplifier was connected in the non-inverting configuration. 
The circuit diagram is presented in Figure 6. The 35-П speaker was able

Figure 6: Operation amplifier Texas Instruments OPA541 in the non-inverting 
configuration. Resistances are shown in units of Ohms. DC power supplies 
±Vs, which are also connected in parallel to 10-pF capacitors, are not drawn. 
A fixed gain G = 5 was obtained from this device, but output current was limited 
to 1.6 A by the 0.5-fi resistor.

to handle input powers in the range Pj — 0.5 — 10.5 W while maintaining 
linearity (see Figure 7). The high-frequency artefacts were caused by resis
tance fluctuations of electric contacts on the wafer. Breakdown of individual 
wires and wire rows could be observed at higher input powers than 10.5 W. 
It is probable that the breakage is a thermal effect instead of being caused 
by high pressure amplitudes.

Complete far-field, on-axis responses of two loudspeakers were studied next. 
After collecting sine burst data at 7 cm distance from speaker В and at 19 
cm distance from speaker E, MLS signals could be recorded at the same 
positions. In order to construct the shape of FR, the MLS procedure of pre
vious chapter was followed. The absolute level of sound pressure level was
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Input AC power (W)

Figure 7: On-axis pressure response of speaker C at 7 cm distance as 
a function of input power Pj and sound frequency /. Microphone and pre
amplifier responses have not been cancelled out.

fixed with least squares fitting of MLS FR to point frequency SPLs of sine 
transmissions. MLS measurements were performed with a DC biased 15th 
order signal of length L = 32767. In order to support the selected 150 kHz 
bandwidth, generation frequency was set to fg = 918 kHz which corresponds 
to a 35.7-ms MLS period, much longer than the system’s IR. Sampling fre
quency of the receiver was fs — 10 MHz and theoretical lower bound of 
frequency resolution was 28 Hz. Received MLS and burst waveforms were 
pre-averaged during the measurement process.

Numerically solved thermoacoustic fields were immediately compared to mea
surements. The higher the frequency, the finer the computational mesh had 
to be due to shortening of wavelength. The upper bound of frequency was 
thus determined by available memory. The number of degrees of freedom, 
i.e., nodes in the mesh, can approach 106 when directly solving linear equa
tion systems on a 64-bit platform. A reasonable upper bound of complexity 
was found to be in the sub-MHz range. Sound radiation from 0.5 cm2 loud
speaker В was calculated with all computational methods. In FEM simu
lations circular arrays of wires were defined in axisymmetric geometry with 
parameters Nw — 133 (number of wires) and a = 3.99 mm (array radius).
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Heat capacity per unit area of a 30-nm layer of aluminium was Cs — 0.0844 
J/(K-m2), and a generic value ßo = 25 W/(K-m2) was used to represent aux
iliary losses of wires in Eq. (64) [2]. The substrate was given a heat capacity 
per unit area CS}si(w) = 16238-cu-1/2 J-Hz1/2/(K-m2) which follows from the 
insertion of high resistivity silicon properties into equations (41) and (42). 
Suspension parameter g was fixed to 5 microns and all numerical parameters 
are listed in Appendix 1. Time-discretized and time-harmonic FEM solvers 
were compared against each other; the simulation principles were explained 
in chapters 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 of this work. Computing resources of CSC, the 
Finnish IT Center for Science, were utilized only when simulating the high
est ultrasound frequencies; otherwise a desktop PC was capable of running 
the solvers. Sound pressure levels were sampled from pressure field solution 
vector (see equations (7) & (81) and Appendix 2). The results visible 
in Figure 8 did not essentially differ from each other which indicates that 
infinite elements were implemented correctly in the unbounded solver. Due 
to numerous advantages of the unbounded solver, such as availability of so
lution everywhere in half-space, there was no further need to perform slower 
time-discretized simulations.

FD simulation of a periodic array was implemented with Nw — 167 wires 
of length Ly = 1 cm (see the preceding chapter 4.3.4). The FD simula
tions were significantly faster to run and no external computing resources 
were needed. Array radius a = 4 mm was inserted into the formula (87) of 
Rayleigh distance Bo- Discretization quality was Q = 11 throughout the sim
ulations. The pressure response has been plotted in Figure 8 and an excellent 
agreement with FEM results can be seen. Analytic ultimate limit of sound 
radiation has been plotted using Eq. (35) and the accompanying substrate 
correction (titled Finite impedance) from Eq. (45) agrees with FEM and FD 
in the low-frequency regime. It lacks the heat capacity correction which is 
essential in ultrasound range. Equation (62), which neglects loudspeaker 
sparsity, presents an exaggerated heat capacity correction (titled ID model). 
According to Figure 8, the measurement results can be best explained with 
realistic FEM and FD simulations. For instance, in audible range of sound 
frequencies correct power law behaviour Prms oc fp with p = 1.3 — 1.5 was 
revealed. In ultrasound range Prms saturated and simulated SPL was 1 — 5 
dB higher than measured SPL. The SPL gap between analytic upper bound 
and speaker В response was always higher than 10 dB. Both FEM and FD 
simulations suffered from high condition numbers of the matrices that had 
to be inverted (see Appendices 2 & 3 and Eq. (81)). That is to say, iterative 
methods failed to converge due to the lack of numerical accuracy, and direct, 
time-consuming matrix inversion had to be performed. In fact, assembling 
the matrices was the most time-consuming part of the simulations. All FD 
simulations and audible-range FEM simulations at a single frequency could 
be completed within a couple of minutes. However, in the ultrasound range
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Figure 8: On-axis response of 1 cm x 0.5 cm speaker В at 7 cm distance and 
1.2 W input power.

the FEM simulations could last for several hours.

Simulation of 17.5 cm2 loudspeaker E with FEM required 787 wires and a 
26.3-mm radius. Other computational methods were unaffected by the vari
ation of loudspeaker size. As seen in Figure 9, the response in the audible 
range is congruent with loudspeaker В data in Figure 8: larger spatial dimen
sions have no influence on the on-axis pressure. However, the experimental 
response experiences a cut-off in ultrasound range which cannot be explained 
computationally. A possible cause could be the lack of perfect interference 
which may rotate the narrow main lobe of sound radiation. That is to say, the 
microphone was perhaps not measuring the exact on-axis response. Another 
plausible explanation could be the finite 1/4" diameter of the microphone 
diaphragm which may exceed the width of the radiation lobe.
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Figure 9: On-axis response of 3.5 cm x 5 cm speaker E at 19 cm distance and 
1.2 W input power.
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It was possible to displace the microphone into near-field and off-axis posi
tions if input power of MLS transmissions was kept constant after the on-axis 
measurement. There was no need to search for new SPL calibration param
eters. Spherical wave assumption in far field, Prms oc l/ro, was validated 
using speaker A which has the same 0.5 cm2 size as speaker B. As a result of 
raising ro from 7 cm to 17 cm, the shape of on-axis FR did not change but 
it experienced a 7 — 8 dB downward shift (see Figure 10). The shift agreed 
well with the theoretical value 201og10(7/17) dB ~ -7.7 dB, and the shape 
of FR resembled the FR of speaker В in Figure 8. Next the loudspeaker was 
rotated with respect to the edge with length Lx = 1 cm. MLS waveforms 
were recorded at off-axis angles 9 = 20° & 40°. Testing the applicability 
of rectangular directivity function could be done by multiplying the on-axis 
response separately by smc(koLx sin(20°)/2) and sinc(fcoLz sin(40°)/2) from 
equation (16). In Figure 10 it can be seen that the sine-transform does indeed 
match the off-axis measurements. These results justify the use of equation

Sound frequency (kHz)
100 150

CO-o 70

17 cm distance, on-axis 
17 cm distance, 20°
17 cm distance, 40°
20° transform 
40° transform

Figure 10: Measured frequency responses of 1 cm x 0.5 cm loudspeaker A 
with 1.2 W input power. Pressure spreads spherically in the shift from 7 cm to 
17 cm. The speaker was rotated into off-axis angles 20° and 40° with respect 
to longer 1-cm edge. The off-axis responses are nicely found to follow the 
sine-transform of Eq. (16).
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(17) in the estimation of total radiated acoustic power. Experimental output 
power and FD simulation output power were obtained from on-axis pressure 
responses and in FEM simulations the sampling procedure of equation (84) 
was followed.

Next, loudspeaker optimization was studied computationally. Current pho
tolithographic methods support the reduction of wire width to w = 0.5 — 
1.0 /лп. A threefold decrease of wire thickness is also within reach. Small 0.5 
cm2 loudspeakers were studied again with new thickness 10 nm and packing 
ratios 1/5 (w — 1 /mi, d = 5 /mi) & 1/20 (w = 0.5 /mi, d = 10 /mi). Another 
way of improving speaker efficiency is the complete removal of Si substrate. 
This was tested in standard (1/10) array geometry with both FEM and FD. 
Half-space data was obtained in FEM by raising gap g above Ат which elimi
nates the acoustic contribution of the thermal boundary condition. Pressure 
waves reflected from the underlying plane gain a diminishingly small phase 
difference which has no notable effect. In full-space FD simulations, on the 
other hand, output pressure is simply doubled in order to achieve the half- 
space equivalent value of sound radiation.

Phase difference between Joule power and surface temperature is an indicator 
of the strength of the heat capacity effect. In FD solver it is straightforward 
to obtain both the phase (j)w and amplitude Tw from averaged complex
valued temperature of Q source points. In Figure 11 sparse loudspeakers 
are modelled with FD method and, for comparison purposes, the results of 
homogenous speakers (titled ID models) are calculated using Eqs. (54) and 
(60). There is a striking deviation between homogenous and sparse free
standing (FS) loudspeakers. Of course, both phases approach тг/2 in the 
limit of high frequency, but the phases differ by a factor of two in audi
ble range of frequencies. Phases of sparse loudspeakers, FS and substrate- 
influenced, coincide eventually in ultrasound range which tells that the sub
strate has no thermoacoustic contribution anymore. The phase curve of 
homogenous, substrate-influenced loudspeaker shows that the phase can be 
strongly affected by a substrate. In Figure 12 additional optimization results 
are shown. The sparse and lossless loudspeaker shows a lower phase than 
tt/4 which is the frequency-independent <fiw of a homogenous loudspeaker in 
Eq. (54). Moreover, it can be deduced that the interplay between packing 
ratio, wire spacing and wire thickness determines the phase of lossy speakers. 
Thermoacoustic loudspeakers gain not only from absolute packing ratio, but 
also from the increase in wire spacing d. These both can effectively boost 
wire decoupling which begins when thermal wavelength Ат is as short as wire 
spacing. This results in thermal wave localization where surface temperature 
amplitudes are lower than in the wave overlap situation. This reduces the 
harmful amplitude of heat stored and released by Cs. Still, at low frequen
cies the wires show collective behaviour and the three phases in Figure 12
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coincide.

н*-FD: 30 nm, 1/10 
-0— FD: 30 nm, 1/10, FS 
-— 1D model, 30 nm, FS 
-©— 1D model, 30 nm

100 150
Sound frequency (kHz)

Figure 11: Phase of surface temperature 4>w in small, 30-nm thick loudspeak
ers. FS denotes free-standing speakers which are not affected by a substrate. 
Wire parameters ß0, Cs are the same in all models. Packing ratio is 1/10 in 
sparse loudspeakers while the 1D models represent homogenous speakers.

■*— FD: Lossless 1/10
FD: 10 nm, 1/5
FD: 10 nm, 1/20

100 150
Sound frequency (kHz)

Figure 12: Phase of surface temperature фш in small loudspeakers. Wire 
thicknesses and array packing ratios are shown. The lossless speaker is free
standing and its wire parameters ßo, Cs are zero.
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Estimates of acoustic efficiency have been gathered into Figure 13. In addi
tion, in Figure 16 of Appendix 5 the efficiency data sets from FEM and FD 
are plotted simultaneously. They correspond well to each other but some 
numerical clutter is present in FEM results. It is likely to be caused by 
slight ill-conditioning of the field-theoretical problem. When source wires 
are lossy, emitted thermal power is dependent on wire temperature which 
is a piecewise linear function in half-space. Consequently, sound emission is 
affected by the size of the triangular finite elements inside which the point 
sources are located on rz-plane. For instance, too large finite elements lead 
into underestimation of surface temperature (especially when emitted ther
mal waves decay fast), and hence too high SPL. In the results of Figure 
13, macroscopic loudspeaker size (A = 0.5 cm2) leads into ultrasound inter
ference effects which cause efficiency saturation or even cut-offs. The flat 
behaviour of the ultimate limit of efficiency reveals that rj <x f2 thermoa
coustic coupling is exactly compensated by directivity. This can be proven 
numerically by considering a directivity integral:

If
i_ Г2п Г'2 I 2J\ (kpa sin в) 

2тг Уо /у V к0а sin в
2

sin вdOdip. (98)

If has been extracted from Eq. (17) and it decreases monotonically from 
omnidirectional radiation limit (unity) to zero as a function of frequency. It 
has a simple asymptotical form Ip ~ 2/(ко<г)2 ос /-2 in frequency range 
f > fc = Со/ (тга) that indeed explains the saturation of efficiency [25]. The 
corresponding efficiency maximum r]c is

V(f > fc)  P/co
Vc ~ 2ApQc2pT2' (99)

Sampled values of Tw and <j>w were put into additional use in equations (82) 
and (85). Thermoacoustic efficiency rjt was calculated without the contribu
tion of Ip- this is the omnidirectionality assumption. The resulting curves 
in Figure 17 of Appendix 5 are thus depicting the P-T coupling strength 
within the thin air slab next to the loudspeaker. Deviations from the ulti
mate limit are caused by the substrate, of course. The ID model retrieves 
acoustic efficiency from Eq. (62) and the amplitude of thermal power is ap
proximated with Pair = \Pj + 2iuACsT(g)\. On the ultimate limit Pa;r = Pj. 
An axisymmetric pressure field FEM solution has been drawn into Figure 14. 
The amplitude plot shows one main lobe and two side lobes of ultrasound 
radiation from a 0.5 cm2 array. Near field is entirely enclosed by the compu
tational domain of triangular finite elements. Lastly, temperature field near 
the wires is visualized in FD computational grid in Figure 15.
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Figure 13: Acoustic efficiencies of a small loudspeaker with 1.2 W input electric 
power. Wire thicknesses and packing ratios are shown. FS is the free-standing 
mode where the substrate has been removed. In lossless mode wire parame
ters ßo, Cs are set to zero as well.
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Figure 14: Oscillating pressure in near field (ultrasound amplitude at / = 100 
kHz). The field was solved with time-harmonic FEM.
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Figure 15: Oscillating temperature field in proximity to source wires (ultrasound 
frequency is / = 100 kHz). The field was solved using FD method with periodic 
boundary conditions and the single-wire solution has been drawn twice.
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6 Conclusions

This work presented an overview of contemporary trends in thermoacoustic 
sound generation. For more than 100 years it was thought that thermoa
coustics is not an attractive research topic because homogenous thin film 
loudspeakers had too low efficiency compared with piezoelectric transduc
ers. All of a sudden in 2008, few-layer carbon nanotube (CNT) loudspeakers 
showed a remarkable decrease in the problematic heat capacity Cs which 
limits the amplitude of thermal power emitted by a source resistor. CNT 
speakers were soon followed by metallic wire array loudspeakers designed by 
VTT. Even though the VTT speakers weren’t free-standing, equally good 
thermoacoustic efficiency was measured. Two major improvements were in
troduced for the first time: (i) suspension provided an air gap which acts 
as superior insulator between source resistors and substrate; (ii) loudspeaker 
sparsity had a remarkably positive impact on ultrasound generation. In this 
work it was proved that modifying the sparsity of array loudspeakers is an 
excellent way of tuning the phase difference between input Joule power and 
heat released by Cs. Moreover, a long distance between wires in the array 
proved to be beneficial because the heat capacity effect is smaller when the 
wires are thermally decoupled.

Acoustic coupling factors, the square roots of efficiency, are presented in 
Table 1 for small VTT loudspeakers at universally adopted input electric 
power per sparse surface area 1 W/cm2. Two reference values were found in 
literature. In 1999 sound was generated from a thin A1 film on top of porous 
silicon: VTT loudspeaker В boasts a four times higher coupling factor. Still, 
the conventional electrodynamic method of sound generation cannot be sur
passed by thermoacoustic means at audible frequencies. In ultrasound range,

Table 1: Acoustic coupling factors at 1 W/cm2.

Loudspeaker type Maximal ^/fj (10 3) / (kHz)
Speaker B: measurement 1.18 38
Speaker B: FD simulation 1.19 35
Speaker B: analytic upper bound 4.45 35

Typical yi? (10~3) / (kHz)
Thin film on porous silicon [10] 0.3 >10
Conventional method [26] 100 <20

thermoacoustic loudspeakers are faced with competition againt piezoelectric 
transducers. While modern piezos are highly efficient, their frequency re
sponses are peaked around a resonance frequency. Piezoelectric arrays may
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sometimes show a wide-band frequency response, but crosstalk between in
dividual transducers cannot be fully eliminated [27]. Thermoacoustic loud
speakers are, on the other hand, mediocre wide-band emitters as such. In 
addition, VTT wire arrays can be divided into subdomains which, when fed 
with signals with varying phase, can be made to radiate sound with custom 
directivity patterns. The simplest application could be user-defined ultra
sound beamforming where the main lobe of radiation is freely rotated. Ther
moacoustic loudspeakers gain also from the lack of moving parts: speaker 
structures could possibly be printed on paper as supplementary parts of 
larger circuits of printed electronics.

Ultimate efficiency of thermoacoustic sound generation was identified in this 
work. In linear field theory one can expect maximal loudspeaker efficiency 
to rise as a function of squared frequency until viscosity effects kick in at 1 
GHz in standard conditions. In free field, omnidirectional spherical waves 
are energetically favourable. Directivity patterns of sound radiation, which 
typically arise from interference, impair acoustical intensity and total out
put power. Theoretical conclusions of this work suggest that an optimal 
thermoacoustic transducer is a wire array whose structure is a compromise 
between various geometric features. Maximal efficiency is inversely propor
tional to speaker surface area as seen in Eq. (99), but too small loudspeakers 
suffer from reduced power handling capacity. It is highly probable that DC 
heating effects are responsible for the breakdown of sound-emitting wires. 
What remains to be studied in future is maximal input power Pj that an 
А-sized loudspeaker with given thickness and packing ratio can reliably han
dle. Wire width is also a free optimization parameter here and together with 
thickness it determines the Cs of a single wire.

In conclusion, thermoacoustic phenomenon is a weak, frequency-dependent 
and localized coupling effect which can be harnessed for sound generation. 
Two coupled partial differential equations of pressure and temperature give 
a sufficient mathematical description of linear thermoacoustics. In this work 
the PDEs were solved analytically under decoupling approximation, and it 
was possible to derive ultimate efficiency of sound radiation plus an accom
panying impedance plane correction. The effect of a heat-absorbing sub
strate on VTT loudspeakers could be understood with impedance plane 
theory. In computer simulations the array loudspeakers were realistically 
modelled with FEM and ED solvers. The complicated thermophysical in
terplay between underlying substrate, array sparsity and wire heat capacity 
was studied, and numerical results were in good agreement with acoustic ex
periments. Thermoacoustic loudspeakers are unable to deliver high enough 
sound pressure levels for audible applications, but they have potential for 
some customized ultrasound applications. Generated sound waveforms are 
almost free of nonlinearities, pulsed loudspeaker operation is reliable, and no
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structural resonance effects are found to emerge in the speakers.
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Table 2: Appendix 1. List of constants and parameters used.
Symbol Name (Value and) Unit Notes

a Diffusion constant 2.25-10-5 Air at 300 К temperature
ßo, ßo,Si Rate of heat loss per unit area 

and unit rise in temperature
oc w25 KW* Thin film result in Ref. [2]

Co Isentropic speed of sound 344 f Air at 300 К
Cp Specific heat of air <007 Constant pressure and

300 К temperature
Cs Heat capacity 0.0844 Aluminum at 300 K,

per unit area of wire thickness 30 nm
к Heat conductivity 2.6310-2 ^ Air at 300 К

Po Ambient pressure 1 atm
Po Density 1.16 Ц Air at 300 К
To Ambient temperature of air 300 К Room temperature
aSi Diffusion constant of silicon 9.588 10-5 ^ At 300 К temperature
Csi Heat capacity

per unit volume of silicon
da At 300 К temperature

Cs,Si Heat capacity
per unit area of silicon

J
Km2 At 300 К temperature

9 Air gap parameter 5 Д171 Distance between sound
source and substrate

a Radius of circular array 0.399 cm Surface area 0.5 cm2
2.360 cm Surface area 17.5 cm2

Г) = Рас/Pj Loudspeaker efficiency
f = 2/o Sound frequency Hz

Ly Rectangular dimensions 0.5 cm x 1.0 cm Speakers A, В and C
3.5 cm x 5.0 cm SpeakerE

Ш = 2tt/o Angular frequency of voltage rad/s
Рас Average acoustic power W
Pj Average electric power W
ro Distance from loudspeaker cm



Appendix 2: Time discretization of linear equation system.

Crank-Nicholson time discretization is performed here for linear systems (71) 
and (72). Physical quantities P, T, X and Y are calculated on time step 
n+1 using matrix inversion and data from step n. First a coupled system of 
size 2N is formed: on left hand side there should be a constant matrix times 
vectors £^+1 and £y+1. On right hand side no vector should be unknown.

The coupled system will look like

Bx - B2 (I) - BsCp + B4(P?+1 + P?) (100)

where

Bi =
CnAt q
4k °

At2 c I (At I L

b2

+"4s+^ (f+&) m-

-?M ^M+^s + (^ +
(101)

ш V - if S + + jäf (-f + s) М»

-IfiM 1

Вз =

and

AtS + fM2/

( acQ.
I Дтгкс^

V о

( acQ. b P4 = ( 47TKCj.

4
(102)

(103)

(104)

( At
2cq +

Dirichlet boundary conditions on Г2 have yet to be placed on the upper half of 
the large system. It can be seen that electric powers P” can be arbitrary and 
many kinds of loudspeaker responses can be studied. Stationary component 
of electric power becomes irrelevant, though. This simulation model is not 
capable of solving the steady-state temperature held.

Matrix B i is unsymmetrical but invertible, so vectors ££+1 and £y+1 can be 
solved and plugged into

(105)

and thermoacoustic helds can be visualized at every time step if necessary.



Mass and stiffness matrices become more complicated in quadrilateral infinite 
elements Q [21]. An element of local mass matrix will look like

— f D(r,z)Pi(r,z)Pj(r,z)rdrdz (106)
JQ

where Pf.s are piecewise continuous polynomial shape functions. Function 
D is defined later. An element of local stiffness matrix, (Sr)ij, is sum of five 
integral contributions:

Appendix 3: Finite element matrices the infinite domain.

1. fQPi(VD-VPj)rdrdz

2. —iko Jq PiPj(VD ■ Vfj,)rdrdz

3. fQ D(VPi ■ VPj)rdrdz

4. iko /q[F>(FiVP_, — PjVPi) ■ Vfijrdrdz

5. fcg fQ DPiPj\\7n\2rdrdz.

It should be noted that the quadrilateral elements comprise several node 
pairs. A pair is located at a desired distance from origin and Г2. In addition, 
for all the nodes on left (right) edge, 9\ (Ø2) = arctan(r/z) is constant. A 
clever coordinate transformation can be performed: the idea is that integrals 
over element Q on rz-plane will be evaluated in a square reference element 
on un-plane. The transformation (r, z) = F(u, v) has a form

2b / sin a(u)
1 — v у cos a (u)

where b is distance from origin to Г2 and

«(«) = у (! - u) + у (! + u) •

(107)

(108)

The reference square is centered at origin of un-plane and it has edge length 
2. End points u = ±1 represent left and right edges of the infinite element 
while n = ±1 represent Г2 and infinity, respectively. Finding D and p is a 
straightforward task in un-plane:

D = (V) = & " = 6 (r^) = V^T72 -b- (109)2



Appendix 4: Finite differences method: Linear equation system.

An interior node (i,j) of discretized xz-domain gives rise to two thermoa
coustic equations

(V2T); 2
+----Tia и

2iuj
к
,2

Py = o

(V2P)y + k2PPtj - = 0
Jo

(110)

(111)

where the Laplacian operator V2 may contain interaction between boundary 
nodes (1, j) and (Nx,j) (see Eq. 93). Plane waves which propagate in positive 
z-direction are absorbed using

pPi,Nz—2 TTlP^jsj z—i -f (s iko)Pi,Nz d (112)
pTi,Nz-2 + 1 + (s - iko)TiiNz = 0 (113)

where p, m and s are the constants of a two-point first-order derivative (see 
Ref. [28]). The weak temperature wave is also isentropic. On the opposite 
z-boundary there are either impedance boundary conditions (in half-space)

Pi,i~Pi,2 = 0 (114)
pTi,3 + + (s + 2 iujCgßi/k)Tj,i = 0 (115)

or wave absorptions (in full-space)

pPi, 3 + nPi,2 + (s + iko)Pi,l =0 (116)
pPi,3 + n7j,2 + (s + гк0)7]д =0. (117)

The definition of constant n is in Ref. [28]. Finally, Joule power source 
equations are

Pi,Ng - Pi,Ng+1 = 0

— д^Т1,ЛГд-1 + ^— 2iu)Cs + ßo^j Ti'Ng

__K_T -
Az г,ЛГэ+1 wNyjLy

(118)

(119)

where i 6 {1,... ,Q} and j = Ng corresponds to z = 0 around which z- 
discretization is locally uniform (Azjy9 = Az/Vg±i = Az).



Appendix 5: Supplementary figures.
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Figure 16: Comparison of acoustic efficiencies calculated with FEM and FD in 
similar situations. Inverted trianges represent FEM data points, and FD curves 
have been copied from Figure 13.
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Figure 17: Thermoacoustic efficiencies of a small loudspeaker with 1.2 W input 
electric power. Directivity effects have been cancelled out: all curves represent 
radiation from a point source. FS is again the free-standing mode.


